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French Portuguese 

„simple“ Où     tu  habites? 
where you live 
 

Onde você mora?  
where  you    live               
(BP, *EP) 

wh-que Où    que  tu  habites? 
where that  you live 

Onde que você mora? 
where that   you    live  
(BP, *EP) 

cleft Où    est-ce que tu   habites? 
where EST-CE QUE you live 

Onde é que você mora? 
where E  QUE  you    live  
(BP, EP) 

inversion Où    habites-tu? 
where live        you 

Onde mora você? 
where  live    you  
(*BP, EP) 

wh-in-situ Tu  habites où? 
you live        where 

Você mora onde?  
you    live     where  
(BP, EP) 
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French BP 
matrix 
clauses 

Tu  as    vu    qui? 
you have seen whom 

Você viu  o quê? 
you    saw  what 

embedded 
clauses 

Elle pense qu‘Il   a acheté  
she  thinks that he has bought  
quoi? 
what      (controversial) 

Você disse que ela viu  o quê? 
you     said    that  she saw what 

why *Tu  es  parti pourquoi? 
  you are left    why 

*Você não senta aqui por quê? 
  you    not    sit       here  why 

negation Il    n‘ a   pas rencontré qui? 
he NE has not  met            who 
(controversial) 

O  Pedro não come o quê? 
the Pedro  not   eat      what 

quantifiers Plusieurs personnes ont  
several      persons        have  
reconnu   qui?  
recognized who   (controversial) 

Todos os alunos  encontraram 
all        the students met 
quem? 
who 
 

modals Il doit   aller où?  
he must go   where 
(controversial) 

Ele pode encontrar quem? 
he  can     meet           who 

non D-
linked 

*Elle a   fait   que diable? 
 she  has done what devil 

*Você comeu que diabo? 
  you    ate         what devil 

indirect 
questions 

*Je me  demande (si) 
 I   REFL wonder       (whether)  
Jean a   acheté quoi. 
Jean has bought   what 

O João perguntou se 
the João asked          whether 
tu  compraste o qué. 
you bought        what 
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left right middle 

indirect 
object 

À qui est-ce qu’elle 
to whom EST-CE QUE she  
a acheté la cravate?  
has bought the tie 

Elle a acheté la  
she has bought the  
cravate à qui?  
tie           to whom 

Elle a acheté 
she has bought  
à qui   la  cravate? 
to whom the tie  

adjunct Où   est-ce qu’ elle  
where EST-CE QUE she  
a acheté la cravate?  
has bought the tie 
 

Elle a   acheté  
she  has bought  
la cravate où?  
the tie         where 

Elle a acheté  
she has bought  
où la cravate?  
where the tie 

direct 
object 

Qu’est-ce qu’ elle  
what EST-CE QUE she  
a   acheté à son   
has bought   to her 
petit copain?  
boyfriend 

Elle a acheté à  
she has bought to  
son petit copain  
her   boyfriend  
quoi?  
what 

Elle a acheté quoi  
she has bought   what  
à son petit copain?  
to her   boyfriend 

Context 
Luc comes home from school. There are several things on 
the living room table: a teddy bear, a tie and a necklace. He 
asks his mother who these things belong to. She answers 
that these are the Christmas presents that his sister Anna 
has bought. Luc asks: 
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BP:  
•  two different possibilities for word order (Figueiredo Silva 

& Grolla 2016): 
(1)a. O Pedro deu pra quem esse presente?  
b. O Pedro deu esse presente pra quem?  
 
French:  
•  wh-element seems to have a preference not to be at the 

right edge of the clause (Mathieu 2006): 
(2)a. Il a donné à qui le cadeau?    
b. ??Il a donné le cadeau à qui? 
! (2a) is not the default word order for French in declaratives 
BUT: acceptability and corpus study by Adli (2015): (2a) 
lower number for both relative frequency and acceptability 
than (2b)   

REFERENCES: • Adli, A. (2015). What you like is not what you do: Acceptability and frequency in syntactic variation. Variation in Language: System- and Usage-based Approaches. A. Adli, M. G. Garcia and G. Kaufmann. Berlin, de Gruyter: 173-199. • Cheng, L. L. S. 
(2003). "Wh-in-situ." Glot International 7: 103-109. .• Figueiredo Silva, M. C. and E. Grolla (2016). Some syntactic and pragmatic aspects of WH-in-situ in Brazilian Portuguese. The Morphosyntax of Portuguese and Spanish in Latin America. M. A. Kato and F. Ordoñez. 
Oxford, Oxford University Press: 259-285. • Kato, M. A. (2013). Deriving 'wh-in-situ' through movement in Brazilian Portuguese. Information Structure and Agreement. V. Camacho-Taboada, Á. L. Jiménez-Fernández and M. Reyes-Tejedor. Amsterdam, Benjamins: 
177-191. • Mathieu, É. (2016). The wh parameter and radical externalization. Rethinking Parameters. L. Eguren, O. Fernández-Soriano and A. Mendikoetxea. New York, Oxford University Press: 252-290 

Word order alternations in ditransitive constructions 
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•  in-situ wh-words are „wh words that do not undergo overt 
wh-movement“ (Cheng 2003) 

•  French, Brazilian Portuguese (BP) and European 
Portuguese (EP) are classified as optional wh-in-situ 
languages, that means in-situ wh-phrases are „possible 
syntactic variants for ordinary questions“ (Kato 2013)  

   (i.e. not restricted to echo questions or multiple questions) 
•  however: this variant is syntactically restricted 
•  French and EP are more restricted than BP (Figueiredo 

Silva & Grolla 2016) 

à questionnaire study of acceptability judgements 
necessary to find out which word order variant French/BP/EP 
native speakers accept 

 
•  7-point Likert scale 
•  latin-square design 
•  9 conditions (3x3) 
•  2 independent factors: 

•  wh-element position: left, middle, right 
•  wh-element type: indirect object, direct object, 

adjunct 
•  3 practice sentences, 9 experimental sentences, 12 fillers 
•  9 items with contexts (à 81 stimuli) 
•  ditransitive verbs 

Why looking at French and Portuguese? 

Expectations 
•  French: (2a) more accepted than (2b) 
•  BP: (1a) and (1b) equally and totally accepted 
•  EP: (1a) and (1b) slightly accepted but more restricted than BP  

Example of a stimuli 

•  comparable question formation strategies 

•  from a syntactic point of view, French and BP show a similar 
behaviour concerning wh-in-situ constructions 

•  aim: to get a unified syntactic analysis 

Experimental design 

Definition 

Comparing wh-in-situ in French and BP 

FOR2111: 
Questions at 
the Interfaces 


